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We use Michel Emery’s stability theorem for stochastic differential equations to give a short proof 
for explicit solutions to linear stochastic differential equations over a solvable Lie group. 
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By Hunt’s (1956) classification theorem, any continuous Lie group valued process 
with stationary and left independent increments is necessarily the solution to a 
linear stochastic differential equation, 
d5(t)=Xo(5(t))dt+ : X,(5(t))OdB,(t), 
,=1 
(1) 
here written in Stratanovich form. In equation (l), X0, X,, . . . , X, are elements 
chosen from the Lie algebra for the given Lie group and B, , I&, . . . , B, are 
independent Brownian motions. Yamato (1979), extending the work of Doss (1976) 
and Gaveau (1977) represents by means of multiple Wiener integrals the solution 
to equation (1) in the case that {X,,, X,, . . . , X,} generate a nilpotent Lie algebra. 
His idea is to increase the dimension to create differential system that satisfies an 
integrability condition, and then apply the Doss theorem. To explain Yamato’s 
theorem, let S = (0, 1,. . . , m} and set 
S,={Z=(i ,,..., i,); i,,. ..,~,ES; lsj<k} and S,= fi Sk. 
k=l 




B~il,,..,t,-l)(s) 0 dBi,(s) 
cl 
where B,(t) = t. If the Lie algebra generated by {X0, X,, . . . , X,,,} is nilpotent of 
step k and has dimension d, then Yamato finds a subset F c Sk and a function 
h E C”)(R#F, Rd) with the property that [(t)=h(B,(t); IE F). 
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Consider a stochastic differential equation of the form 
d&(t) = 5 X,(5(t)) o dMj(t) 
,=o 
(2) 
where X0, X,, . . . , X, are smooth vector fields on a smooth connected manifold 
and MO, M, , . . . , Mm are continuous semimartingales. Let c( t)x denote the solution 
to this equation with initial condition ((0) =x. Under appropriate boundedness 
assumptions on the vector fields, the mappings t(t) becomes a flow of diffeomorph- 
isms on the manifold. In this case t(t)-’ is a diffeomorphism and its differential 
t(t)*’ also satisfies a stochastic differential equation, 
.$(r),’ = 1-c ; j=. 
I 
o’ 5(s)*’ ad(Xj) o dM,(s), 
where I is the identity map on the manifold and ad(X) is the adjoint map YH [X, Y]. 
Kunita (1981) developed a program for the decomposition of solutions to stochastic 
differential equations based on the following two observations: 
(i) Consider the two stochastic differential equations 
and 
d<(t)= $! Y(5(t)) OdMj(t) 
j=o 
dn(r)= T! 4’(f)*‘(Z)(n(f)) OdMj(t). 
j=O 
If, for eachj, Y and Zj are appropriately bounded smooth vector fields, then both 
c(t) and n(f) are flows of diffeomorphisms. In addition, if I;+Zj =X,, then the 
composition t(t) 0 v(t) = c(t) is a solution to equation (2) with probability one. 
(ii) If {X0, X, , . . . , X,,,} generate a finite dimensional Lie algebra and if X is an 
element of this Lie algebra, then with probability one, so is t(t),‘(X). 
As an application of these observations, Kunita extends the method of Chen 
(1963) to obtain an explicit solution to equation (2) in the case where the set of 
vector fields {X0, X’ , . . . , X,,,} generate a solvable Lie algebra. In this situation, 
there exists a Lie group having the given Lie algebra which is a Lie transformation 
group for the manifold. Consequently, we may view equation (2) as defining a 
stochastic process on the Lie group. Kunita shows that the solution to equation (2) 
can be represented by 
where Y,,..., Y, is a linear combination of X0,. . . , X,,, and iV,, . . . , N, are 
continuous semimartingales constructed through a finite number of the following 
operations: 
(i) linear sums and products of MO,. . . , M,,,, 
(ii) Stratanovich integrals based on MO, . . . , Mm, 
(iii) applications of the exponential function. 
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His proof is an algorithm for calculating N,, . . , TV,. In the case of a nilpotent 
Lie group, the exponential function is not applied and Kunita’s decomposition 
implies Yamato’s theorem. 
The purpose of this note is to extend the Kunita theorem to the case of arbitrary 
semimartingales. The method is based on Emery’s (1978) study of the stability of 
solutions of stochastic differential equations. Indeed, we shall apply Emery’s theorem 
to his motivating example-multiplicative stochastic integrals introduced by 
McKean (1960) in order to construct diffusions on Lie groups. To prepare for 
Emery’s set up, note that we can assume that the process starts at the identity. An 
arbitrary initial distribution can be recovered by group multiplication. We shall also 
assume that the Lie group is connected, and by passing to its covering group, we 
can assume that it is simply connected. This entails no restriction for continuous 
semimartingales. In such circumstances, the Lie group has a faithful representation, 
and we may assume that we have a matrix group. (See Varadarajan, 1984, p. 255.) 
Finally, by a change of basis, we can assume that {X0, X, , . . . , X,,,} are upper 
triangular. Set 
M(f) = 5 X,Mj( t) (3) 
j-0 
where,nowM,,M ,,..., M,,, are arbitrary semimartingales, and consider the matrix 
valued equation 
d5(t) = dM(t) o 5(t-), ((0) = I. (4) 
McKean indicates a solution to equation (4) by 
5(t) = fl exp(dWs)). 
0 
Emery (1978) goes about the business of making this suggestive notation into rigorous 
mathematics. Following his notation, let (T = {t,,, r, , . . .} be an increasing infinite 
sequence of optional times such that t, = 0, t, + M, and I(TI= sup( t,+, - t,) is bounded. 
For such a subdivision a, we define the difference operators Sz on a right-continuous 
adapted process with left-hand limits, H, by 
6ZI-I = H( fn+,) - H( t,). 
Now define 
N”(r) 
l”(t) = n exp( 6zM) = exp( SK,,C,,Ml). . . exp( S;M) 
“=I 
where Arfl( t) = sup{n; t, G t} and exp denotes the usual matrix exponential. In this 
situation, we can write the entries of the matrix t”(t) explicitly. For terms below 
the diagonal .$“( ‘)li = 0, i > j. On the diagonal, 
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Above the diagonal, i < j, 
N<,(r) n,-,-1 
5c(f)ti = C . * . C exp(Gd4,, 
n,=l n,-,=I 
* . .ew(C,+, M)ii exP(sZ,M)i,,+, eXP(Xp,~)i+,,,+, 
* . .exP(K2+, M)i+,,i+, exP(aZ2M)i+,,i+2 exP(S&,M)i+2,,+2 
’ ’ ‘eXP(S~~~,+,~)j~,,,-l exP(a”,_,M)jp,,, exP(SZ,_,p,M)j,j 
. . . exp( S;Ml)j,j 
N<,(r) 
=5"Ct)i,f C 5"(t,,)i,' exp(G,W,,+, 
II,=, 
N,,(r) 
= 5”Ct)i,z C t”(fn)i, exP(6~~)i,i+,5~‘(fn~,)i+l,j. 
n=, 
By Emery’s theorem, if 1~1 -+O uniformly, c”(t) converges uniformly on compact 
sets in probability to r(t). The diagonal entries [“(t),, converge uniformly on 
compact sets in probability to 
5(tlti = exp fWt),,. 
For i <j, [“( t)li converge uniformly on compact set in probability to 
(5) 
Thus we have: 
Theorem. The matrix valued differential equation described by equations (3) and (4) 
has a unique solution whose components on and above the diagonal are given, respec- 
tively, by equations (5) and (6). Below the diagonal, the entries are zero. 0 
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For the nilpotent case, we have: 
Corollary. ‘The solution to (3) and (4) for M strictly upper triangular is t( t)ii = 0 for 
i>j,&(t)ii=l andforicj, 
f .y, _ , 
5Ct)ij = 
I 
0 dM(sl)i,t+l 0 dM(S2)i+l,i+2* . . 
I 
0 dM(Sj-i)j_1,,. 0 
0 0 
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